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By JEN KING

In the short term, French apparel and accessories brand Louis Vuitton is on pace to have the best momentum among
luxury houses during the Year of the Monkey, per Exane BNP Paribas.

Exane BNP Paribas' "Chinese Luxury: The Year of Monkey Business" report looks at the current economic climate of
China and how the slowdown is impacting luxury brands with a presence in the Mainland and Hong Kong markets.
While many brands are concerned regarding the slowdown in Chinese spending, the financial firm suggests that
growth for 2016 will match the year-ago.

"The macro-economic picture is not expected to improve during 2016 this could affect middle class demand," said
Luca Solca, Melania Grippo and Guido Lucarelli, analysts at Exane BNP Paribas. "It is  prudent to anticipate adverse
impacts on demand, this time also affecting middle class consumers.

"This is bad news, as middle class consumers have been the main driver of growth in luxury demand in the past,"
they said. "The political situation remains very tense and fragile."

To conduct its research for the Chinese Luxury: The Year of the Monkey Business report, Exane BNP Paribas spent
two weeks in China where it met with Chinese retailers, European brands and politicians to gauge consumer
demand and market stability.

Monkeying around
Chinese consumers, an integral demographic for luxury houses across sectors, have slowed their spending abroad,
but have marginally increased purchasing goods at home. This shift in behavior will result in growth for 2016 that
will, at best, match that seen in 2015.

Since China's macro-economic landscape is not expected to improve this year, there could be an impact on middle
class consumer demand. This will negatively affect brands in China as the middle class demographic is
responsible for driving luxury demand.

In addition to decline in demand from the middle class, China's anti-corruption policies are expected to continue.
As a result, Exane BNP Paribas feels that high-end consumption has "found a bottom," with no growth expected in
the foreseeable future.
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Chinese consumers

This combination of demand, anti-corruption, a cut in import duties and higher taxes has impacted Chinese
consumer behavior. As such, Chinese consumers are not contributing to luxury sales abroad as they have done in
the past.

While visiting China, Exane BNP Paribas visited brands for a "channel check" where they noted full price sales
improvement for the fourth quarter of 2015 compared to the third quarter. In Mainland China, the fourth quarter
proved negative for most luxury brands.

LVMH flagship house Louis Vuitton was among the few brands to enjoy low-single-digit positive growth. Upon
inspection, the financial firm also found that its retail storefronts looked much better than they had in past years.

Overall, LVMH is confident for the year to come after a positive 2015 with the French conglomerate posting a 16
percent revenue increase from the year-ago (see story).

Louis Vuitton Series 4 campaign, as seen on Instagram

Brands sharing similar success in China include Moncler, Givenchy, Fendi, Saint Laurent and Valentino.

But, a majority of houses are struggling in China. Prada, for example, continues to be in mid-single-digit negative
territory as the brand copes with issues of loss in perceived value.

Additionally, Bottega Veneta is also seeing low double negatives, but it is  active in its outlet business. Bottega
Veneta's low double negatives may be attributed to the house's product innovation shortcomings, such as a lack of
limited-edition merchandise and localized goods, a trend much-appreciated by Chinese consumers.

Despite its successes in the digital space, the report also showed that Burberry is seen as "flat," although its end-of-
year numbers were positive. As with Prada, the British heritage brand has struggled recently regarding perceived
value.

Surprisingly, given its aesthetic overhaul at the hands of artistic director Alessandro Michele, Italy's Gucci is seen as
"materially worse." But, the brand is on track to benefit through its network of outlet shops, now numbering 13 in
China alone.
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Gucci spring/summer 2016 campaign

In the jewelry sector, an industry deeply impacted by Chinese corruption crackdowns which has decreased by an
estimated 30 percent (see story), Richemont-owned Cartier has experienced a strong positive trend, likely
benefitting from its price cuts. Cartier, along with Tag Heuer and Chanel, cut prices in an attempt to keep pricing
consistent on an international base to encourage at-home spending in China (see story).

Slumping sales for watchmakers in particular in China and Hong Kong has put pressure on brands to upgrade
distribution models and go-to-market approaches. Watchmakers owned by Richemont and Swatch traditionally saw
high teens and low twenties in sales, but now that consumption has slowed this is no more.

Defining luxury
Perceived value for a luxury house is a cornerstone for success. While Burberry is in better shape than Prada, a dip
in consumers' perception could have a ripple effect for the future.

As such, exclusivity and desirability go hand in hand for China's wealthy, with the same brands ranked in the top five
for both characteristics in a study by Promise Consulting and BNP Exane.

Herms takes home top prize for exclusivity, which measures the consistent quality of goods, the brand's prestige, the
valuation of the brand's customers and its ability to justify a high price point. Chinese consumers are generally
becoming more sophisticated luxury consumers, making for tougher competition between labels for their attention
and affection.

In exclusivity, Herms indexes 162, placing it well above the average 100 of the top 15 brands. Aside from Prada,
which placed fourth, the rest of the top five is dominated by French houses, with Louis Vuitton in second, Chanel
following and Dior in fifth (see story).

"Exposure to LVMH could work short-term Kering is probably going to be okay in the end, as off-price activity should
support sales Burberry's path is confirmed as better than Prada's Tod's seems to be recovering (but the cat is out of
the bag on this already)," Exane BNP Paribas' analysts said.
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